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Angeline could read before she was old enough to turn the pages of a book, and she mastered the piano without a single lesson.
But being so clever doesn't make life easy for Angeline. This charming book is a quirky celebration of fathers, teachers, being
yourself and finding happiness in unexpected places.
"Is your child ready to learn good bedtime habits? Little Octopus will lend a hand--or eight! This shaped board book illustrates how
a comforting routine makes bedtime a happy time. The light and lively story is encouraging and reassuring."--Publisher's website.
The artist presents fourteen beloved animals who are definitely not an octopus--or are they?
The Australasian region is home to the greatest diversity of cephalopods — squid, cuttlefish, octopuses — in the world. Yet, we know
very little about these fascinating marine animals. This book provides insights into the biology and behaviour of more than 60
species. From the Giant Squid to the deadly Blue-ringed Octopus, the secret lives of cephalopods are revealed in a highly
readable form with outstanding colour images and informative text. For each species there is a distribution map and identification
notes which summarise the main features to look for. While the book focuses on species found in relatively shallow coastal waters,
a few of the more bizarre deeper-water species are included. Naturalists, divers, reef-walkers and anglers will find the book
authoritative, yet very easy to use. A comprehensive section illustrating cuttlebones will enable beachcombers to identify most of
the species they are likely to encounter.
Have you ever taught an octopus to roll over? It's harder than it looks. Discover why octopuses make the best pets in this
charming picture book about friendship and embracing individuality! Izzy has always wanted a pet. So when an adventurous
octopus squiggles into town, Izzy decides to keep him. After all, a real pirate captain has to have a mascot. Oscar is not very good
at going for walks or playing fetch. (Although he is amazing at hide and seek). And he's definitely not like other pets... But he is just
right for Izzy. Readers will be tickled by Izzy's attempts to teach Oscar to behave like a dog, a parrot, a pony-and gratified by Izzy's
realization that in the end we love others for who they are...eight arms and all!
Octopuses can navigate a maze and even open jars with their eight arms! Readers will find out about all this and more, including
the tricks octopuses use to escape predators and the clever ways octopuses hunt.
Rhyming text describes how various reptiles camouflage themselves to protect against predators.
Creatures big and small introduce pairs of opposites.
In California, Agnes, a giant Pacific octopus, pens a series of postcards to strangers from both above and below the pier.
Gentle Giant Octopus jets through the water, slides over the seabed, searching for a safe den in which to lay her eggs. Journey with her and
discover how she uses her huge tentacles, why she squirts ink and the extraordinary care she takes to guard her babies.
between the organ systems of cephalopods and those of less ambitious molluscs. Octopus does, as we would predict, live close to the limits
set by its own physiology. The circulation, to take one example, is barely adequate for such an active animal, mainly because of the absence
of any system for pack aging the blood pigment; haemocyanin in solution is a poor oxygen carrier. Cephalopod blood can transport less than
5 millilitres of oxygen per 100 ml of blood (compared with about 15 vol% in fish) and the whole supercharged system of triple hearts, high
blood pressure and pulsating blood vessels succeeds only in returning blood that retains less than 30% of its dissolved oxygen by the time it
reaches the gills. This at rest; the effect of exercise is immediate and surprisingly long lasting even in octopuses as small as 300 g, which
must very swiftly run into oxygen debt when they flee from predators or pursue their prey (Sections 3.2.2, 3.2.4). Digestion, too would seem to
be limiting. As with other molluscs, digestion in Octopus is based on secretion absorption cycles by a massive diverticulum of the gut, an
adequate system in a less hectic past, but scarcely appropriate in a predator that must be an opportunist in the matter of feeding. Octopus
feeds mainly at night, and spends a great deal of every day sitting at home.
An NPR Best Book of 2018! Some people can do their homework. Some people get to have crushes on boys. Some people have other things
they've got to do. Seventh-grader Zoey has her hands full as she takes care of her much younger siblings after school every day while her
mom works her shift at the pizza parlor. Not that her mom seems to appreciate it. At least there's Lenny, her mom's boyfriend—they all get to
live in his nice, clean trailer. At school, Zoey tries to stay under the radar. Her only friend Fuchsia has her own issues, and since they're in an
entirely different world than the rich kids, it's best if no one notices them. Zoey thinks how much easier everything would be if she were an
octopus: eight arms to do eight things at once. Incredible camouflage ability and steady, unblinking vision. Powerful protective defenses.
Unfortunately, she's not totally invisible, and one of her teachers forces her to join the debate club. Even though Zoey resists participating,
debate ultimately leads her to see things in a new way: her mom’s relationship with Lenny, Fuchsia's situation, and her own place in this
town of people who think they're better than her. Can Zoey find the courage to speak up, even if it means risking the most stable home she's
ever had? This moving debut novel explores the cultural divides around class and the gun debate through the eyes of one girl, living on the
edges of society, trying to find her way forward.
A latest entry in the award-winning Scientists in the Field series takes readers to the waters off of Moorea, Tahiti, to study these amazing
creatures, following scientists as they uncover the secrets of the octopus's advanced intelligence to learn what these thinking, feeling animals
have to teach us about the oceans and ourselves.
Describes, using rhyming text, how various sea animals change color to blend in with their surroundings.
For readers of Educated and The Glass Castle, a harrowing, redemptive and profoundly inspiring memoir of childhood trauma and its long
reach into adulthood, named one of the Best True Crime Books by Marie Claire. One Omaha winter day in November 1978, when Debora
Harding was just fourteen, she was abducted at knifepoint from a church parking lot. She was thrown into a van, assaulted, held for ransom,
and then left to die as an ice storm descended over the city. Debora survived. She identified her attacker to the police and then returned to
her teenage life in a dysfunctional home where she was expected to simply move on. Denial became the family coping strategy offered by her
fun-loving, conflicted father and her cruelly resentful mother. It wasn't until decades later - when beset by the symptoms of PTSD- that
Debora undertook a radical project: she met her childhood attacker face-to-face in prison and began to reconsider and reimagine his complex
story. This was a quest for the truth that would threaten the lie at the heart of her family and with it the sacred bond that once saved her.
Dexterously shifting between the past and present, Debora Harding untangles the incident of her kidnapping and escape from unexpected
angles, offering a vivid, intimate portrait of one family's disintegration in the 1970s Midwest. Written with dark humor and the pacing of a
thriller, Dancing with the Octopus is a literary tour de force and a groundbreaking narrative of reckoning, recovery, and the inexhaustible
strength it takes to survive.
A philosopher dons a wet suit and journeys into the depths of consciousness in Other Minds Although mammals and birds are widely
regarded as the smartest creatures on earth, it has lately become clear that a very distant branch of the tree of life has also sprouted higher
intelligence: the cephalopods, consisting of the squid, the cuttlefish, and above all the octopus. In captivity, octopuses have been known to
identify individual human keepers, raid neighboring tanks for food, turn off lightbulbs by spouting jets of water, plug drains, and make daring
escapes. How is it that a creature with such gifts evolved through an evolutionary lineage so radically distant from our own? What does it
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mean that evolution built minds not once but at least twice? The octopus is the closest we will come to meeting an intelligent alien. What can
we learn from the encounter? In Other Minds, Peter Godfrey-Smith, a distinguished philosopher of science and a skilled scuba diver, tells a
bold new story of how subjective experience crept into being—how nature became aware of itself. As Godfrey-Smith stresses, it is a story that
largely occurs in the ocean, where animals first appeared. Tracking the mind’s fitful development, Godfrey-Smith shows how unruly clumps
of seaborne cells began living together and became capable of sensing, acting, and signaling. As these primitive organisms became more
entangled with others, they grew more complicated. The first nervous systems evolved, probably in ancient relatives of jellyfish; later on, the
cephalopods, which began as inconspicuous mollusks, abandoned their shells and rose above the ocean floor, searching for prey and
acquiring the greater intelligence needed to do so. Taking an independent route, mammals and birds later began their own evolutionary
journeys. But what kind of intelligence do cephalopods possess? Drawing on the latest scientific research and his own scuba-diving
adventures, Godfrey-Smith probes the many mysteries that surround the lineage. How did the octopus, a solitary creature with little social life,
become so smart? What is it like to have eight tentacles that are so packed with neurons that they virtually “think for themselves”? What
happens when some octopuses abandon their hermit-like ways and congregate, as they do in a unique location off the coast of Australia? By
tracing the question of inner life back to its roots and comparing human beings with our most remarkable animal relatives, Godfrey-Smith
casts crucial new light on the octopus mind—and on our own.
Despite the billions of dollars we've poured into foreign wars, homeland security, and disaster response, we are fundamentally no better
prepared for the next terrorist attack or unprecedented flood than we were in 2001. Our response to catastrophe remains unchanged: add
another step to airport security, another meter to the levee wall. This approach has proved totally ineffective: reacting to past threats and
trying to predict future risks will only waste resources in our increasingly unpredictable world.In Learning from the Octopus, ecologist and
security expert Rafe Sagarin rethinks the seemingly intractable problem of security by drawing inspiration from a surprising source: nature.
Biological organisms have been living -- and thriving -- on a risk-filled planet for billions of years. Remarkably, they have done it without
planning, predicting, or trying to perfect their responses to complex threats. Rather, they simply adapt to solve the challenges they continually
face.Military leaders, public health officials, and business professionals would all like to be more adaptable, but few have figured out how.
Sagarinargues that we can learn from observing how nature is organized, how organisms learn, how they create partnerships, and how life
continually diversifies on this unpredictable planet.As soon as we dip our toes into a cold Pacific tidepool and watch what we thought was a
rock turn into an octopus, jetting away in a cloud of ink, we can begin to see the how human adaptability can mimic natural adaptation. The
same mechanisms that enabled the octopus's escape also allow our immune system to ward off new infectious diseases, helped soldiers in
Iraq to recognize the threat of IEDs, and aided Google in developing faster ways to detect flu outbreaks. While we will never be able to predict
the next earthquake, terrorist attack, or market fluctuation, nature can guide us in developing security systems that are not purely reactive but
proactive, holistic, and adaptable. From the tidepools of Monterey to the mountains of Kazakhstan, Sagarin takes us on an eye-opening tour
of the security challenges we face, and shows us how we might learn to respond more effectively to the unknown threats lurking in our future.
Explore a day on the farm with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! It's a sunny day on the farm with The Very Hungry Caterpillar! Who will he meet?
From horses near the big red barn to little ducklings in a pond, discover new farmyard friends in this tabbed board book with easy-to-flip tabs,
easy-to-read text, and easy-to-love Eric Carle art.
When Nora hears a soft "tap, tap, tap" at her bedroom window she never expects it to be the tentacle of a very large octopus, but that's
exactly what it is--an octopus on her apartment building. The octopus turns out to be a very neighborly sort of octopus, helping the residents
to wash their cars or weed the window boxes, and Nora makes fast friends with him. But one morning, the octopus is nowhere in sight. Has
he moved on already? And just when Nora wanted to bring him for Show and Tell!
Come sing and dance around in an octupus’s garden in the shade! The classic Beatles song comes to life with colorful illustrations from
bestselling illustrator Ben Cort and a new music recording and audio reading from stellar musician Ringo Starr. I’d like to be under the sea In
an octopus’s garden in the shade He’d let us in, knows where we’ve been In his octopus’s garden in the shade Who wouldn’t like to visit
an octopus’s garden? Well, now you can! This lively picture book, complete with a CD of the beloved song, brings Ringo Starr’s joyful
underwater tale to life and is perfect for reading, sharing, and singing again and again.
How to Hide an Octopus and Other Sea CreaturesPaw Prints
Finalist for the National Book Award for Nonfiction * New York Times Bestseller * Starred Booklist and Library Journal Editors’ Spring Pick *
A Huffington Post Notable Nonfiction Book of the Year * One of the Best Books of the Month on Goodreads * Library Journal Best Sci-Tech
Book of the Year * An American Library Association Notable Book of the Year “Sy Montgomery’s The Soul of an Octopus does for the
creature what Helen Macdonald’s H Is for Hawk did for raptors.” —New Statesman, UK “One of the best science books of the year.”
—Science Friday, NPR Another New York Times bestseller from the author of The Good Good Pig, this
“fascinating…touching…informative…entertaining” (Daily Beast) book explores the emotional and physical world of the octopus—a surprisingly
complex, intelligent, and spirited creature—and the remarkable connections it makes with humans. In pursuit of the wild, solitary, predatory
octopus, popular naturalist Sy Montgomery has practiced true immersion journalism. From New England aquarium tanks to the reefs of
French Polynesia and the Gulf of Mexico, she has befriended octopuses with strikingly different personalities—gentle Athena, assertive
Octavia, curious Kali, and joyful Karma. Each creature shows her cleverness in myriad ways: escaping enclosures like an orangutan; jetting
water to bounce balls; and endlessly tricking companions with multiple “sleights of hand” to get food. Scientists have only recently accepted
the intelligence of dogs, birds, and chimpanzees but now are watching octopuses solve problems and are trying to decipher the meaning of
the animal’s color-changing techniques. With her “joyful passion for these intelligent and fascinating creatures” (Library Journal Editors’
Spring Pick), Montgomery chronicles the growing appreciation of this mollusk as she tells a unique love story. By turns funny, entertaining,
touching, and profound, The Soul of an Octopus reveals what octopuses can teach us about the meeting of two very different minds.
What would you do if on your way home from school, you made friends with an octopus?That's what happened to Julius Jackson, an eight
year-old boy, who noticed a little octopus following him home.Julius makes friend with a little octopus, who he calls Mack. His mother is
shocked but Julius thinks that Mack is lost and alone and needs a friend.Watch what happens when he brings little Mack home.Would you do
the same thing if it were you?For children ages 3-6
Inspire the future marine biologist in your life with this beautifully illustrated picture book about the octopus! The perfect read-aloud for kids
and adults, kids can follow along with the story of the brave octopus while parents can choose to read the fascinating, true facts italicized on
each page. Backmatter includes real octopus facts, activities for kids, teachers and parents, and more! Swim along with Octopus as she
leaves the safety of her den to search for food. Will she eat? Or will she be eaten? Octopus is very hungry, but so many animals in the ocean
are trying to eat her! Follow along as she is able to outwit multiple dangerous enemies (including sharks, turtles, and eels) by using a dazzling
display of defenses: Clouds of ink Jet propulsion Camouflage And more! Backmatter Includes: Explore More for Kids: an anatomy map of all
of the parts of an octopus, and descriptions of all the ocean animals in the book Explore More for Teachers & Parents: more detailed
information on the anatomy of an octopus, a reading comprehension exercise, information and an activity on the ocean food chain,
information on Octopus-inspired Engineering Design (biomimicry), and more!

Join Oscar as he introduces preschoolers to the months of the year, texture, colors, and fascinating sea creatures. The
cleverly textured pages will tickle fingertips and funny bones while revealing clues to what Oscar will catch next from a
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shiny friend to a surprise pop-up ending!
Offering fascinating insight into life beneath the waves, this book follows an octopus through its day as it sleeps, eats,
and moves.
Join the Octopus for a game of hide and seek with his friends! Little ones will love lifting the large flaps to find all the
adorable animals hiding behind. With bright, vibrant illustrations by Gareth Lucas and simple text, this is a charming book
to enjoy time and time again.
If you were an octopus, you?d have eight legs to put into pants! Follow one little boy through his day as he playfully
considers how mealtime, bath time, nap time, and many other activities would be different if he were a bird, a tiger, or any
number of baby animals. Julie Markes?s first picture book is charmingly illustrated by Maggie Smith.
The author/illustrator of Plants That Never Bloom presents a new series of books sure to please small children and
simultaneously teach them the tricks of camouflage.--Publishers Weekly. This clever game of hide-and-seek features a
grasshopper, a bumblebee, an inchworm, and other insects. Full-color throughout.
A new bedtime classic from the author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site! It's
time for bed and this little octopus is more than happy to volunteer! He's all ready to put his parents to bed! Bath time,
putting on pajamas, brushing teeth, and tucking everyone in is a whole new challenge when the kid is in charge (and
especially when everyone has eight arms!). From bestselling author Sherri Duskey Rinker and award-winning illustrator
Viviane Schwarz comes a romping, rhyming, hilarious tale sure to entertain wiggly bedtime readers everywhere. • Perfect
for children who are learning good bedtime, bath time, and toothbrushing habits • Silly and clever rhymes make this a
perfect read-aloud book • From the bestselling author of Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site and Steam Train,
Dream Train Any child who loves Dinosaur vs. Bedtime, I Am Not Sleepy and Will Not Go to Bed, and Llama, Llama, Red
Pajama will love How to Put an Octopus to Bed! • Read-aloud book for kids ages 3–5 • Toddler book about brushing
teeth • Goodnight books for toddlers Sherri Duskey Rinker is the New York Times bestselling author of the Goodnight,
Goodnight, Construction Site series and Steam Train, Dream Train. She lives in Chicago with her photographer husband
and two energetic, inquisitive sons. Viviane Schwarz is the author-illustrator of several picture books, including There Are
Cats in this Book, There Are No Cats in this Book, and Is There a Dog in this Book? She can usually be found in her
studio in London, unless she's outside researching and sketching.
Nature lovers will be fascinated by how animals solve the problem of locating safe places in which to live and raise
families.
Combining the emotional depth of The Art of Racing in the Rain with the magical spirit of The Life of Pi, Lily and the
Octopus is an epic adventure of the heart. When you sit down with Lily and the Octopus, you will be taken on an
unforgettable ride. The magic of this novel is in the read, and we don’t want to spoil it by giving away too many details.
We can tell you that this is a story about that special someone: the one you trust, the one you can’t live without. For Ted
Flask, that someone special is his aging companion Lily, who happens to be a dog. Lily and the Octopus reminds us how
it feels to love fiercely, how difficult it can be to let go, and how the fight for those we love is the greatest fight of all.
Remember the last book you told someone they had to read? Lily and the Octopus is the next one.
Shows how octopuses, cuttlefish, sargassum fish, sea dragons, shrimpfish, pipefish, butterfly fish, and decorator crabs use
camouflage to hide from their predators
Four separate stories celebrate the many-legged friendship between Squid and Octopus as they disagree over how to stay warm,
encourage each other, and fret over the contents of a fortune cookie. Full color.
Age Level: 4 and up | Grade Level: K to 5 Published in partnership with the National Aquarium of New Zealand, Inky the Octopus
is based on a real-life aquatic escape! The best octopus book for kids looking to learn more about aquatic animals and aquariums.
Follow Inky the octopus as he escapes from the National Aquarium of New Zealand to the ocean! Based on a true story, Inky the
Octopus: Bound for Glory chronicles the adventure that the real-life Inky might have taken on his escape to freedom in the open
ocean! BONUS: backmatter includes the real-life stories of Inky and other daring octopuses, as well as fascinating facts about
these masters of disguise! A Bank Street College of Education Best Children's Book of the Year (Ages 5-9) A Florida Sunshine
State Young Readers Award Winner
"[Here is] a charming introduction to the truly amazing octopus [from its intelligence to its ability to change colors to the
camouflaging black ink it squirts to escape predators]. Lauber's chatty, fact-filled text makes the book a good read-aloud, and
Keller's amusing and colorful drawings enhance it—a perfect match of text and illustration." —SLJ. Children's Books of 1990 (Library
of Congress)
From the duo behind the bestselling If I Had series, a humorous and entertaining tale celebrating octopuses.
Octopus leaves her cave in a lively reef because she is shy and the seahorses there find her fascinating, but when she finds a
quieter, more peaceful spot she misses her home and friends.
A hilarious classroom story about an octopus and his boy, from the author of Is Your Buffalo Ready for Kindergarten? When it
comes to show-and-tell, Sam is in it to win it. But no matter how hard he tries, one of his classmates is always showing him up with
a slightly better costume or a slightly cooler object to share. His teacher says it's not a competition, but just once Sam would like to
be the best--which is why he's so excited when Take Your Octopus to School Day is announced. Sam is pretty sure he's the only
kid with a real live pet octopus to bring, and Thurgood, his eight-tentacled best friend, is excited too. Together, they prepare
Thurgood's travel tank and get ready for a school day like no other. . . . What could possibly go wrong? Sprinkled with sly humor
and scientific facts about the class Cephalopoda, readers who loved Flora and the Flamingo or Sparky! will want to get their
tentacles on Take Your Octopus to School Day.
Demonstrates how artwork is reproduced from pictures to a printed page by taking readers through each step of the process, and
includes a four-page acetate printer's proof and a sample of a finished work.
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